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Stir Unto Flame
Stir m e ! oh stir me, Lord, I care not how,
But stir my heart in passion for the world.
Stir me to give, to go—but most to pray,
Stir 'til the b l o o d i e d bannen be unfurled
O'er lands that still in heathen darkness lie,
Lands where the Cross w a s never lifted
high.
Stir m e ! oh, stir me, Lord, 'til all my heart
Is filled with strong compassion for these
souls,
'Til that compelling "must" drives me to
pray,
'Til Thy constraining love reach to the poles,
Far north and south in burning deep desire,
'Til east and west are caught in love's great
fire.
Stir m e ! oh, stir me, Lord, 'til prayer is
Pain,—
'Til prayer is joy,—'til ppayer turns into
praise!
Stir me, 'til heart and will and mind—yea,
all—
Are wholly Thine to use through all the
days.
Stir, 'til I learn to wait exceedingly,
Stir, til I learn to wait expectantly.
Stir me! oh, stir me, Lord, Thy heart was
stirred
By love's intensest fire, 'til Thou didst give
Thine only Son, Thy best beloved One,
E'en to the dreadful Cross, that I might live.
Stir me! I give myself so back to Thee
That Thou canst give Thyself again through
me.
Stir m e ! oh, stir* me, Lord, for I can see
The final glorious triumph day to break!
The dawn already gilds the eastern sky,
Oh Church of Christ, arise! awake, awake!
Oh stir us Lord, as heralds of that day,
For night is past—our King is on His w a y !
Bessie P o r t e r H e a d

Twelve Wesley Letters
WELVE original letters of John
Wesley will become the prized posTsession
of Wesley Theological Semi-

nary, Washington, D. C, the Methodist Church's only theological school
named in honor of the founder of the
Methodist movement. The letters,
written from 1773 to 1788, are from
the Wesleyana collection of Bishop
and Mrs. G. Bromley Oxnam which
includes several first edition books
and other writings of John Wesley.
The letters will be kept in the library
of the new seminary—formerly Westminster Theological Seminary, Westminster, Maryland—when the school
opens in 1958.
The well preserved letters, written
in Wesley's meticulous script, reveal
several interesting insights of "the
little minister's" social and theological philosophy. "Be serious! Be earn(2)

est! Be little in your own eyes, and
God will order all things well," he
counseled a fellow-minister in 1774.
On peace, Wesley observed: "You do
well to follow after Peace. Nothing
is more desirable. One would give up
anything for it, but a Good Conscience. And the only way you can
secure it is, to walk closely with
God." "Whenever a door is open,
there push forward," Wesley advised
one minister, who may well have been
an evangelist. For another he had
this gentle rebuke: " 0 exhort the believers to go on to perfection. Perhaps you have been sometimes a little
wanting in this."
For a circuit-riding American,
Wesley had this advice: "In the country places I believe you will have the
largest harvest, where they know
little and talk little about politics.
Their hearts are engaged with something better, and they let the dead
bury their dead." A hard-riding
horseman himself, Wesley spurred on
a circuit rider: "I am glad you are
going into North Carolina; and why
not into South Carolina too?"
A trace of humor is apparent in
Wesley's reply to a minister who inquired about his health: "The account
given in our newspapers of my death
was not wholly without foundation;
for I was only not dead, my pulse being quite gone and 'the wheel at the
cistern without motion.' But then
our Lord stepped in, and the fever
owned His touch and fled."
Troubled about the rebellion of the
American colonies, Wesley in 1775
wrote Thomas Rankin, then his
"superintendent of the entire work
of Methodism in America," as follows: "A paper was sent to me lately,
occasioned by the troubles in America; but it would not do good. It is
abundantly too tart; and nothing of
that kind will be of service now. All
parties are already too much sharpened against each other; we must
pour water, not oil, into the flame."
(John Wesley and his brother,
Charles, came to this country intending to be missionaries to the Indians
in 1735. This plan failed, and they
remained only until early 1738. However, their religious work was regarded as important to the founding
of Methodism in 1738 in England,
and to its early foothold in America.)
Anyone who stops learning is old,
whether this happens at twenty or
eighty. Anyone who keeps on learning, not only remains young but becomes increasingly valuable.
—Bible News Flashes

Letter to the Editor
A sister, from Abilene, Kansas gives a
thoughtful reply to Bro. Boyer on the
article, "Administration Serving Its Generation."
D e a r Bro. Boyer,
I h a v e j u s t finished r e a d i n g your article in
t h e A p r i l 6 issue of Evangelical Visitor. I
shall not delay in l e t t i n g you know how
much I a p p r e c i a t e d it.
T h e C h r i s t i a n church a s a l w a y s m u s t be
governed, controlled and supported. She
m u s t h a v e inspired leaders, m i s s i o n a r i e s to
spread t h e Gospel, m a r t y r s to gild t h e
faith, a n d money is needed to s u p p o r t t h e
work. W e need a d m i n i s t r a t i o n .
I a g r e e w i t h you t h a t one significant
t u r n i n g p o i n t in our c h u r c h h i s t o r y m i g h t
h a v e been in t h e introduction of t h e p a s t o r a l
s y s t e m . I f e a r in g e n e r a l w e h a v e b e e n too
slow. T h e need of t h e day d e t e r m i n e s t h e
church's procedure.
God g r a n t t h a t we m a y see the need. . . .
I t r u s t a t t h i s t i m e t h e labor a n d p r a y e r s
of our l e a d e r s will r e s u l t in a u n i t e d body
g o i n g f o r w a r d . W e need n o t forego t h e
basic t e a c h i n g s of God's W o r d .
In Christian Fellowship,
E d i t h Hoffman

May the Lord help us to wake up,
stand up, speak up, pray up—and
when it comes to gossip and backbiting,—know enough to shut up!
—Roy J. Wilkins
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One of the foundational needs is a
radical correction of. the perverted
idea that the leaders should live on a
higher level of spiritual life and selfless sacrifice than the laity. This
certainly is not apostolic. In Acts 2:
4 the fact is recorded that "they were
all filled with the Holy Ghost and began to speak . . . "In verses 42-47 the
inclusive thought is again maintained
all . . . continued, believed, sold possessions, parted to those in need, continued daily in the temple, breaking

E. J. Swalm

in Acts 6. There are myriads of duties that can be done just as well and
better than the clergy by consecrated
lay workers. The valued Christian
witness given by such lay organizations as the Gideons, Christian Business Men's Association and others,
give indisputable proof of this fact.
The fostering of laic organizations
within each congregation has proved
to be of excellent value in promoting
the work of Christ's kingdom on
earth.

THE LAITY

Its Share in Doing the Lord's

Will

effort to present a helpful
ItheNtreatise
on such a delicate subject
indulgence is craved of that ma-

Strange as it may seem to some
bread, praised God, had favor with
all the people. In Paul's instructions there are times, places and situations
to Timothy regarding choosing where the approach of a lay-member
jority group in our church referred bishops and deacons I Tim. 3:1-14 is more effective than that of a minto in the title as the laity. This is ad- and Titus 1:5-9, the inference is of- ister. A sensitive public frequently
dressed primarily to the constituency ten taken that these qualifications resents the approach of a preacher
of the Brethren in Christ Church, yet were special endowments, hence less mainly because they feel the "reverall are well aware that certain gen- careful living is permissible to those end gentleman" lives in a somewhat
eral principles apply everywhere and not selected. If properly understood different world than does the person
it proves that God intended this to be whose every day grind is in agriculin all groups.
the
standard of all members of the tural, industrial or institutional purIn order to save space and the
reader's time the article may appear body of Christ, but knowing human suits. When one whom they accept
a trifle pointed at certain spots.with- fraility, he warns against the choos- as on their level and whom they feel
out the customary diplomacy asso- ing of delinquent Christians to the correctly understands them speaks,
administrative positions. The same they respond more wholesomely.
ciated with such statements.
The Lord's work must be done by emphasis and principle is clearly seen
As our beloved church, the BrethHis Church. In this Church (com- in Acts 6:3 in the choice of helpers ren in Christ, seeks in this generato
take
care
of
a
growing
need
in
a
posed of all true believers everytion to adjust her methods to the
where) there are many and varied rapidly expanding church.
needs of the hour, she is only doing
To
say,
with
few
exceptions,
that
divisions. Each has its respective
what
our fathers have done in all premethod of organization and proced- there has never been in the Brethren ceding eras. It is most gratifying to
ure. The New Testament suggests a in Christ Church (and doubtless just note the church of today swinging to
general outline of leadership formula as true in some other fellowships), a a very definite scriptural practice
such as ordaining elders in every city, commensurate sacrifice on the part of particularly in educating the laity to
appointing bishops, deacons, evangel- the laity with the ministry may sound fully support the ministry. No truth
ists, etc. This is a scriptural design harsh. But few open-minded, con- or method is more clearly emphasized
and most of the Protestant commun- scientious folk will dispute it. With in the canon of Holy Writ. Granted,
ions in a broad sense attempt to con- that statement it is only fair to say there are certain hazards to be exthat many church executives were
form to this pattern.
pected. No method nor system, howThe lamentable hazard that has ex- guilty of centralized leadership. This ever perfect, can be promulgated on
isted more or less through the years made them incapable of sharing re- earth without serious accidents due
is the stubborn tendency to profes- sponsibility with the rank and file to the imperfections of the human
sionalize the clergy and designated who would gladly have helped carry element. It should be the sublime
leadership. This has in turn had a the load. It also developed in some aim of our laity everywhere to negodetrimental effect on the laity. They instances a "church autocracy" that tiate this Biblical transfer with a
have gradually lost their sense of re- seriously destroyed initiative in many minimum of casualty. The plural
ligious obligation and responsibility. of the flock and atrophied their use- ministry of the past, having many
Basically, they are not to be blamed fulness.
good things to its account did, howfor this unfortunate situation as
Let Pentecostal fires be rekindled ever, create problems of cliques,
much as their leaders. This is the re- in the hearts of all who profess to be schisms and cleavages that all too ofsult of wrong concepts of Christian Christians, and laymen everywhere ten made the congregations' activities
service as well as incompetent and will find and do their share of the look like a tug-of-war instead of "like
faulty organizational methods.
Lord's work.
a mighty army moves the church of
One of those privileges will be to God." The parishioners of the reA strong appeal is made here for a
thorough acquaintance with the re- set the ministry free so that they may spective churches must assume the
corded practices of the Early Church do a satisfactory type of full-time commanding role of producing uniand a consistent return to that very service in its various phases for God
and the church as already referred to
effective strategy.
(Continued on page twelve)
THIS
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framework close and in its necessary place.
In framing a Christian home, the same
system applies: each member being given a
specific daily task and made to realize their
responsibility and needfulness. As one of
ten children, my father told me that working hands were sure to keep out of trouble;
and I find the same thing applies to my own
eight children today.
Raymond Conner
i

Let's Build a Christian Home
Eligible Contractors:
"CHRISTIAN COUPLE, Inc." or "PARENTS IN THE LORD, Ltd.'
(The following contributions were solicited and compiled by Ohmer U. Herr, of the
Commission on Home, for the "Evangelical
Visitor," listing a number of processes in
the building of a house and a like number
of Christian Home specifications, offering
blueprint sketches via Scripture references
by the Lord as the Architect. "Except the
Lord build the house, they labour in vain
that build it." Ps. 127:1)
1. Choose Location by Living Water Supply.
As the refreshing water of a deep well or
the cool flow of a spring, or the sparkling
water of an artesian well invites the homebuilder to its environs, so a spiritual church
and its life-sustaining message attracts the
home-seeker. Who would settle on the barren desert "where no water i s ? " Like Isaac,
who built an altar and pitched his tent and
digged a well (Gen. 26:25), so the Christian
provides for the spiritual well-being of his
household. And who is fit even to set up a
home if he has not himself partaken of the
water of life? Read St. John 4:12-15.
Alma B. Cassel
2. Plan it with Heavenly Aspirations.
To "live in your dream house" some
months before you sketch the details into
the design, will enable you to incorporate
many valuable features into it, which would
be almost impossible as an afterthought. It
will also avoid many clashes in competitive
installations as the work progresses.
Likewise to perfect a Christian home, you
need to pursue Heavenly Aspirations: First
"God and His righteousness," "Christ, the
chief corner stone, a double-cure Christian
experience, death to selfishness, a welcome
for children, a spirit of sacrifice for souls,
and an intense interest in Christ's Kingdom,
that it may become "an holy temple in the
Lord"—"an habitation of God through the
Spirit." (Eph. 2:19-22)
0. U. H.
3. Intrench it by Seeking God's Will.
My wife and I were reared in Christian
homes. Mother was anxious that our courtship be with Christian young people. In
Gen. 24:63, Isaac was found meditating
or communing upon the arrival of his bride
Rebekah. Young people, time spent in seek-

a)

ing God's will and advice in building a home
will never be regretted.
Home is to be a heaven on earth. Matrimony is an important decision to make.
When the problems and cares of home roll
in, we find a security in knowing that we
were meant for each other, and together we
can take the problems to the Lord in prayer.
To build a Christian home, it must be fortified by seeking the supreme will of God in
every detail: courtship, matrimony, and
home building.
Wilbur and Jane Benner
4. Pour the Footer with Exclusive Love.
The crowd swarmed about, pressing closer
and closer, increasing my bewilderment. I
felt like a chip on a tossing sea. Then I
saw him and instantly I was again secure.
Now he was beside me, my own true love,
and I felt such safety, knowing we belonged
to each other, and to each other only. How
like the security of God's love—comforting,
strengthening when we are tossed on the
sea of life. "Husbands, love your wives,
even as Christ also loved the church." There
is nothing so solid to build a Christian home
upon, in addition to Christ, as the assurance of an exclusive love between husband
and wife. (Eph. 5:25-33; Gen. 29:30)
Joanna Hoke
5. Lay Foundation Blocks by Uniting Plans.
Planning together lays the blocks of a
well-organized home. It gives the children
a greater feeling of security. Parents will
likely be more devoted to each other if they
freely discuss with each other what plans
they should form for the well-being of their
family and also take into consideration what
would be best for a happy future. A lack of
such united planning lays a foundation for
difficulty in the home. It brings distant feelings between each other. According to I Cor.
7:33-34, a husband and wife are to please
each other. Unity makes for peace.
Evelyn Engle
6. Frame it through Diligent Toil.
"Let him labour, working with his hands,"
spoke Paul in Eph. 4:28. Again in II Thess.
3:10, "If any would not work neither should
he eat." In order to frame a building, we
must toil diligently, putting each piece of

7. Side it and Roof it by Parental Example.
Loving God truly, obeying and worshipping Him, is a good roof. Having faith in
God's promises, exemplifying the same before the children, is good siding. The father
and mother sincerely loving and showing
kindness toward each other, is a wonderful
example parentally before their children in
the home. There is' no greater responsibility
parentally than to live a godly life before
their children, and to be a real protection
to them spiritually in these awful days of
sin and wickedness. Mother and I were so
thankful to see our children, Clarence and
Rozella, saved in their childhood. Col.
3:18-22.
W. H. Boyer
8. Use the Plummet of Divine Headship.
Precision, regularity and order are prime
characteristics of God's universe. Centuries
have not essentially changed the divine plan
in the physical realm.
Likewise, there is a divine order in the social realm. This is especially true in the
home. I Cor. 11:3 (Williams Version), "But
I want you to realize the fact that Christ is
the head of every man, and the husband is
the head of the wife, and that God is the
head of Christ."
Isa. 28:17b, "Righteousness will I lay to
the plummet." If the physical structure of
the home needs to be correct, how much more
important it is that the God ordained relationship of the home be acceptable.
Edward Gilmore
9. Wire and Plumb it with the Grace of
Selflessness.
Hidden in the walls of almost every home
are the wires and pipes that, though unseen, bring so much comfort and enjoyment
to our homes. In the same way, the hidden
grace of the selflessness, though unseen,
brings joy and contentment to the home in
which it is manifested. For selflessness is
one of the prime factors for happiness in
any home. What greater happiness can we
find than that which is found in forgetting
the " I " that is so often predominant, in
favour of the "you" that is usually underemphasized ?
The Great Apostle wrote Rom. 12:10. In
other words, let your kind affections radiate toward others even at the expense of
self. This is a proven recipe for happiness
—try it! Read I Peter 3:7.
Lois Winger
10. Insulate it through Discipline.
Personal and parental discipline are a unit
in building successful Christian homes.
There will exist self-discipline in the life of
a parent if consistent discipline of a child
is to be taught. Discipline exemplified and
taught will tend to insulate the Christian
youth from the evil influences of society today.
Sincere brokenhearted parents have wept
because of their prodigal son or daughter.
True and yet sad is the fact: the largest
percentage of all wayward children never
experienced consistent parental discipline.
Honestly, how can we as parents expect our
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children to submit to Christ when they have
never submitted their will to consistent parental discipline?
Ronald Lofthouse
11. Plaster it Inside by Planned Economy.
A planned economy toward God requires
cheerful giving to His work, II Cor. 9:7. The
Law required one-tenth. We have the
standard of laying aside as God prospers us
in I Cor. 16:2, Grace goes beyond duty, and
thus under grace we give beyond the requirement. Every home should teach by
precept and example that, "It is more
blessed to .give than to receive." Acts
20:35. Having a home without God in the
financial plan is worse than trying to live
in a house without plaster or other wall finishing. Observe the economy Christ practiced in John 6:12.
K. B. Hoover
12. Warm it by Family Devotions.
Have you ever had the experience of gathering around the old wood fire in the cozy
living room some morning or evening and
enjoying a period of worship with your
family? How heart-warming and inspiring
it is. In Deut. 6:7 God has given us the
blueprints for such a family altar; these
call for a continual teaching of God's word.
This is the fire of the Christian home, and
as heat is essential to warm our houses, just
so important are family devotions to the
Christian home. Warming hearts, building
good character and making Christian lives
is the result of a home that is heated by a
family altar.
Anna Ruth Sider
13. Light it with Kindness.
Paul in Col. 3:12 admonishes the elect of
God to put on humbleness, meekness, kindness, etc. Someone has said that kindness
and love are akin to each other, and should
begin in the home. Children should be
taught to be kind, not only by precept, but
by example. Happy the family where children and parents alike perform for each
other little acts of kindness.
No matter how humble the abode, if it be
thus adorned with grace, and lighted with
kindness and smiles, our children will turn
lovingly toward it from all the tumults of
the world, for it will be to them the dearest
spot in all the world.
Mamie M. Bowers
14. Termite-treat it with Chastity.
"Flee . . . youthful lusts—"
No skyscraper is more enduring than the
fingers of concrete and steel that needle
down to the rock and clutch it fast. Don't
forget the pillar, chastity, neglect of which
is too drastic! Professor Pitirim Sorokin, of
Harvard, saysi that Americans are becoming
"victims of a sex mania as malignant as
cancer." Paul says, "Flee." We flee from a
lion, but these termites look so harmless.
One girl writes that it all started so innocently—holding hands—but it did not
stop there. Only too late did we know
what tremendous forces were unleashed.
One person who violated "strict marital fidelity" (Webster's for "chastity") and remarried said, "The hardest person to convince all was, well, was myself! !" Prayerfully finish II Tim. 2:22 for the cure.
Avis Carlson
15. Storm-window it through Unceasing
Prayen.
In application before us, storm windows
are indeed very important in this spiritual
house.' They do truly afford double protection. In a Christian home, we need such
protection against storms of doubt, fear,
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and unbelief, which would cause chilling
drafts to draw in and around our homes.
Unceasing prayer provides these windows.
Daniel 6:9 speaks of the threat of Daniel
to the lions' den. With his windows open,
he kneeled and prayed and gave thanks three
times a day as before. When you need
them closed, they still do not obscure the
vision. So unceasing, believing prayer
keeps away the inner foggy film and maintains the vision to our Lord. It works!
(Eph. 6:18)
Harriet Mann
16. Screen it through Watchfulness.
"Let us not sleep as do others: but let us
watch and be sober." I Thess. 5:6.
Watchfulness would indicate alertness,
readiness, standing guard. Screens are for
one purpose, to keep out undesirable things
from our homes. Let's watch and keep out
that which would mar, dim, or cut our fellowship with God.
One very important thing is to keep one's
conscience tender, never let it become
seared. And how precious it is to be blest
with Godly fear. That will do wonders to
help a Christian watch their steps. Mark
13:35-37. "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith,
quit you like men, be strong." I Cor. 16:13.
Eva Climenhaga
17. Repair it by Forgiveness.
The warmth and beauty of love can be
weakened by neglect of small injustices and
misunderstandings, which inevitably arise
between two people intimately associated.
These little troubles are multiplied when
there are children in the family, and the admonition given Peter to forgive "seventy
times seven" becomes much more than a
bland piece of theoretical advice. One should
keep in mind that his need for being forgiven is probably as great as the necessity
for forgiving others. It is amazing what
good repair can be maintained in the family
structure by a willingness to discuss problems frankly and to forgive freely.
Samuel L. Herr

"If you would climb the heights sublime,
Give my advice a trial;
Don't drift and shirk,
'Butt in' and work,
And smile! Smile! Smile!" —(Selected)
George E. Whisler
20. Ventilate it through Relaxation.
Jesus said, "Come ye apart . . . and rest
awhile." Mark 6:31. Life is so full of rush
and hurry that Jesus calls us to a quiet restful place to relax. After a time of much
work and strain we seek a change. Perhaps
we choose a trip to the woods, have a meal
in God's outdoors, with sun shining through
the foliage of the trees. Then a long hike
or other activities, and a drink from a cool
spring. Then the family returns home relaxed and refreshed. Such relaxation does
for the body what fresh air does for our
homes, for it sweetens and beautifies our
very nature.
Geneva Z. Cober

18. Decorate it with Courtesy.
In I Peter 3:8 we see that Christian courtesy includes sympathy, brotherly love,
compassion, humility, and returning good
for evil. This Christian virtue excells all
other decorations of a home. It is the fountain of happiness and influence.
"How sweet and gracious even in common
speech,
Is that fine sense which men call courtesy."
Courtesy is the development of Christian
love in the smallest detail of daily life and
conduct. The heart would be cold and desolate, were it not warmed by the genial
sunny rays of courtesy and cheerfulness. It
forgets trifles and carries with it an atmosphere which makes the home a place of
beauty and refinement.
Asa and Anna Climenhaga

21. Identify it by God's Word, and Good
Literature.
In this day of unlimited supplies of Bibles and selections of religious literature,
there is a most pathetic famine of hearing
the Words of the Lord. The gross ignorance
of it and the spiritual illiteracy are simply
amazing, especially in an age of much boasted learning. As Christian parents, our love
for God's Word needs to be rekindled; then
our reading, our meditation, and our memorization of it would be done in real earnestness. In this God-given task of educating
our children for eternity, there is no substitute. God commands us to "identify" our
homes with it: "Talk of it when thou sittest
in thy house, and when thou walkest by the
way, and when thou liest down, and when
thou risest up." Have you written them
yet upon the door posts of thine house?
(Deut. 11:18-21)
Mattie Hershey

19. Air-condition it with Cheerfulness.
Thermometers are used for measuring the
degrees of temperature in our homes. The
thermostat is a device for the automatic
regulation of temperatures. The difference
between these instruments lies in that the
thermometer only senses the uncomfortable
—too cold or too hot; while the thermostat
automatically does something about the
uncomfortable situation. We should aspire
to do thermostat service. By mutual helpfulness we become the instruments of "air
conditioning" in our homes. Not so much
by the type of service rendered as by the
Christlike cheerfulness of the one who
serves, is the desirable result effected. (Rom.
12:8)

22. Insure it and Assure it by a Working
Faith in God.
How consoling it is to have wed the person that God chose for you! A successful
married life is assured if in all things we
depend on God's counsel. Living daily in a
clear relationship with God and our companion makes for the best when we face
sickness, financial loss, difference of views,
prolonged absences, pressing and demanding duties, etc. John spoke of this in I John
3:19-22. A God-given confidence is also the
best defense against hurtful surmises, damaging accusations, impatience, intolerance,
and discouragement.
(Concluded on page twelve)
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Pat Gets Justice

o1

kNCE

Charles H. Spurgeon

the policeman would take you up afterward?"
He at once said, "No, I should
think not; they would not meddle
with me; but if they did, I should
say, 'What are you doing? Did not
that gintleman condescind to be hung
for me? Let me alone; shure, you
don't want to hang two people for the
same thing, do ye?' "
I replied to the Irishman, "Ah, my
friend, you have hit it; that is the
way whereby we are saved! God must
punish sin. Christ said, 'My Father,
punish Me instead of the sinner,' and
His Father did. God laid on His beloved Son, Jesus Christ, the whole
burden of our sins, and all their punishment and chastisement; now that
Christ is punished instead of us, God
would not be just if He were to punish any sinner who believes on the
Lord Jesus Christ. If thou believest
in Jesus Christ, the well-beloved and
only-begotten Son of God, thou art
saved, and thou mayest go on thy
way rejoicing."
"Faith," said the man, clapping his
hands, "that's the gospel! Pat is safe
now, with all his sin about him; he'll
trust in the Man who died for him,
and so he shall be saved."
"For when we were yet without
strength, in due time Christ died for
the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man will one die: yet peradventure for a good man some would even
dare to die. But God commendeth
his love toward us, in that, while we
were yet sinners, Christ died for us.
Much more then, being now justified
from wrath through him" (Rom. 5:69).
—Good Netvs Publishers—C.R.H.

WHEN I was in the vestry, an
Irishman came to see me. Pat
began by making a low bow and saying, "Now, Your Riverence, I have
come to ax you a question."
"Oh, Pat," said I, "I am not a
Riverence; it is not a title I care for;
but what is your question, and how is
it you have not been to your priest
about it?"
He said, "I have been to him, but 1
don't like his answer."
"Well, what is your question?"
Said he, "God is just, and if God is
just, He must punish my sins. I deserve to be punished. If He is a just
God, He ought to punish me; yet you
say God is merciful and will forgive
sins. I cannot see how that is right;
He has no right to do that. He ought
to be just and punish those who deserve it. Tell me how God can be just
and yet be merciful."
"That is through the blood of
Christ."
"Yes," said he, "that is what my
priest said. You are very much alike
there. But he said a good deal besides
that I did not understand; and that
short answer does not satisfy me. I
want to know how it is that the blood
of Jesus Christ enables God to be just
and yet to be merciful."
Then I saw what he wanted to
know, and I explained the plan of salvation thus:
". . . Glorify Your
"Now, Pat, suppose you had been
killing a man, and the judge had said,
Father . . ."
'That Irishman must be hanged!' '
He said quickly, "And I should
It is said that Bolesiaus, one of the
have richly deserved to be hanged."
"But, Pat, suppose I was very fond kings of Poland, carried with him the
of you. Can you see any way by picture of his father; and when he
which I could save you from being was to do any work he would look on
the picture and pray that he might do
hanged?"
nothing unworthy of such a father's
"No, sir, I cannot."
"Then suppose I went to the Queen name.
We are children of our Father
and said, 'Please, Your Majesty, I
am very fond of this Irishman. I which is in heaven. He presents
think the judge was quite right in Himself and His will in His Word.
saying that he must be hanged, but We should be as zealous as King Bolelet me be hanged instead, and you siaus. Before one engages in any
will then carry out the law!' Now the business whatsoever it is well to look
Queen could not agree to my pro- into His Word and learn therein how
posal; but suppose she could—and to do His will and to pray that "whatGod can, for He has power greater soever we do, whether in word or in
than all kings and queens—and sup- deed it may be done to the glory of
pose the Queen should have me God."
hanged instead of you; do you think
—C.R.H,
(6)

"As Thy Servant Was Busy"
/ Kings 20:4-0
B. SIMPSON tells the story of a
in the Roman Forum,
Acalled.spring
The "Fountain of the Maidens."

Until recent years it was impossible
to find any trace of it. One day, however, in cleaning away a lot of rubbish from the ruins of the Forum, the
old fountain burst forth again. For
centuries it had been closed by the
refuse, which had fallen into it.
And then he says, "Oh, how many
Christian lives are sealed fountains
through the hurry and worry of business and pleasure; and where once
you were a useful and happy soulwinner, you are today absorbed in
your amusements and engagements,
and your life has withered like the
streams that sink in the desert and
are lost to sight. How careful we
should be that neither by foolish conversation, glaring inconsistencies, religious selfishness, or any other reason, we may cause our brother to
stumble or hinder our testimony for
Christ."
How different this from the provision made for us in 'Christ Jesus, as
He declared it "In the last day, that
great day of the feast . . . He that believeth on Me as the Scriptures hath
said, forth from his being shall flow
rivers of living water. By this spake
He of the Spirit, which they that believe on Him should receive."
It was not of a closed well that He
spoke to the Samaritan woman; "The
water that I shall give . . . shall be in
him a well of water springing up into
everlasting life."
Here is no fountain closed by accumulated debris. Here is no muddy
pool, nor stagnant pond, filled with
croaking frogs, from which pestiferous mosquitoes rise to plague mankind. No, to believe on Jesus "as the
Scripture has said," means that life
is to become a "springing well," a
"river of living water." There is a
believing that is taught today that
doesn't expect this to happen nor does
it take place, but such believing is
not "as the Scriptures hath said."
Friend, was it once like that with
you, but it is so no more? or have
you never experienced this "wellspringing" life? Then believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ "as the Scriptures
hath said" and you will come to know
the joy of love's ceaseless flow.
Pray the prayer recorded by David
Ps. 139:23, 24, and you may be surprised at the rubbish which has accumulated in your heart while you
were "busy here and there."
—C.R.H.
Evangelical
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Dispensing
the Therapy
of Christ
evening. Tomorrow ChapFrelaxation
lain Glenn Martin hopes to enjoy
and fun with the family.
RIDAY

Fried chicken for Friday night dinner will ease his mind from thoughts
of polio patients in iron lungs, cancer
patients eking a few last days of existence, the aged, the lonely, the fearful, the confused, the mentally-ill and
other patients with whom he spends
an ordinary day as chaplain of Colorado Medical Center.
Dinner was ready and the family
was seated, ready for evening devotions. The ringing telephone interrupted. "This is Colorado General
Hospital. Mrs. X wants to speak to
Chaplain Martin."
Between sobs a woman told the
chaplain about her husband just out
of surgery that revealed a case of
hopeless lung cancer. Only a few
days remained for him at best. Could
he be baptized?
Mrs. X said, "I love him, Chaplain,
and I want him to become a Christian
before he dies. I'm afraid he won't
accept. Can you help?"

can be a severe test. It is an experience of anxiety, tension and uncertainty from the time of admission
through receiving the bill.
The hospital experience, therefore,
presents to the Christian Church a
supreme opportunity to witness the
Christian faith.
Chaplain Glen Martin began service in Denver more than three years
ago after a pastorate at Lima, Ohio,
and chaplaincy service at La Junta,
Colorado. He is supported jointly by
I-W men in Denver, First Mennonite
Church of Denver and the voluntary
service section of Mennonite Central
Committee. His official appointment
is by the Denver Council of Churches.
Chaplain Martin is accredited with
the American Protestant Hospital
Association.
The Medical Center in Denver,
serving between 4000-5000 patients,
is part of the University of Colorado
which has its main campus in Boulder. The Medical Center is located on
a 32-acre campus and has four major
facilities—School of Medicine, School
of Nursing, the 275-bed Colorado
General Hospital and the 90-census
Colorado Psycopathic Hospital—with
a student enrollment of 1000 persons.
ASK T H E CHAPLAIN

The chaplain's ministry generally
is in four categories: (1) patients,
(2) patient's family, (3) hospital
personnel and (4) the public.
A 70-year old court reporter just
returned from surgery—the type
surgeons sweat over and sew up again without success or hope. She
asked for the chaplain.
Chaplain Martin stood at her bedside. She smiled bravely and whispered, "I have cancer. They think I
do not know it. It will not be long. I
want you to say a little prayer for
me.
And please, Chaplain, help my
GOD LOVES
Later they talked about confession, family, will you?"
The chaplain said, "You are accussalvation, faith and baptism. They
prayed and went to the husband's tomed to handling facts, aren't you?
bedside. Mr. X greeted his wife with I will let your physician tell you the
a smile and kiss. She wept and intro- facts about your surgery and togethduced the chaplain, reminding Mr. X er we will search for the facts that
of his earlier promise to be baptized Jesus gave." He read Psalm 23 and
asked, "What are the facts for you
when he recovered.
Mr. X wept. The chaplain stroked from this?"
She smiled again and replied, "He
his forehead and said, "Mr. X, Jesus
loves you and is holding open the way will be with me. When I cannot hold
your hand any longer here, I will just
for you."
He turned toward his wife and then slip my hand into His over there."
toward the chaplain and said, "PasTherapy seen from the perspective
tor, I want baptism. I guess I've al- of a chaplain takes on eternal signifiways wanted it. I believe in Jesus." cance. When the power of God is at
A simple service followed. In a few work, healing becomes deeper than
days the man died.
physical.
.

SUPREME OPPORTUNITY

Anyone who has been in a hospital
as a patient knows this experience
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to bring God's Spirit to the sufferers
through acceptance, forgiveness and
understanding with a creative concern to help the patient find himself
and his own resources for life within
the grace of God's redemptive love."
He had occasion to minister to a
midget woman who for 33 years had
a multitude of bone fractures due to a
brittle bone condition. She never
walked, yet she taught herself the art
of a professional manicurist and had
positions in leading shops in Denver
and Colorado Springs.
However she became a drug addict.
She was in psycopathic hospitals on
three occasions following attempts to
take her own life. After the third
discharge she entered Colorado General Hospital for surgery. A nurse
suggested she speak to the chaplain.
'DEVIL'S PARTNER'

He listened to her story and recommended she use the talking Bible and
hymns to occupy her mind when she
had a drug craving. Sometime later
she wrote:
"I had the nurse call the chaplain.
He was kind and understanding and
I felt he was a friend. I called him
almost every day. He had nothing in
me to work with but the devil's partner, but the chaplain didn't give up.
His very earnest prayers and patience
rewarded us both.
"He taught me day by day how to
work with God instead of against
God and I began to live one day at a
time. Medical science will never give
me legs but God has helped me use
the legs I have."
She now walks with crutches and
has entered a Christian school to
study for service among alcoholics
and drug addicts.
WORK MULTIPLIED

Chaplain Martin is assisted by an
office secretary and children's chaplain, MCC volunteer Naomi Schellenberg of Hillsboro, Kansas, (other
voluntary service workers also have
served in this position), and apprentice Bill Bob Anderson of Denver.
Together they provide literature,
distribute Sunday morning bulletins
(with some practical assistance from
Denver 1-Ws and VSers) and plan
UNDERSTANDING NEEDED
Bible classes. They conduct Sunday
"My growing conviction is that my morning worship services in the
role," Chaplain Martin comments, "is Psycopathic Hospital.
(7)

Naka Alphaeus and maternity patients
outside Matopo "hospital." (This certified
nurse is the widow of Josie Moyo who was
killed by lightning while leading a service
in an outstation.)

"Deeper, Deeper"

Boys' Retreat
Quantities of wet sand were carried
Girls' Retreat
into the church on the shoes of the
Teachers' Retreat
thirty-five teachers and missionaries Contributions can be designated for any of
who came for the first service, but these areas of the training program.
when the crunching ceased, there was
B. Advanced Bible Training—Africa
a warm feeling of fellowship and exStudent scholarships
$35
pectancy. That night Bro. Jesse Lady
Support for Bro. & Sis. Lady
$2000
This is the Bible work igiven by Brother
spoke on "The Transformed Life."
Sister Lady to the higher trained AfriMore teachers arrived the next day and
can. Every student pays toward his training
to hear Bro. Lady begin a series of and the scholarship is an aid to the promessages on the four chapters of II gram. Many of these people will be the
Tim. Other features of the day were African church leaders of tomorrow.
a message, "Crucified With Christ"
C. Vernacular Bible Training—Africa
Student scholarships, per student $25
by Bro. Lewis Sider and a divided
Missionary teacher, Sister
question period in the afternoon.
Mabel Frey
$500
Many teachers took notes.
Missionary Village Evangelism $500
Thursday evening supper was a These courses are given in the native lanhighlight in the conference. Chicken guage. Scholarships do not cover all the
supplied by the teachers and rice giv- costs, but will help to make it possible for
to be in attendance. One missionen by the missionaries, together with students
ary is required in this work.
greens, made a delicious meal to which
D. Evangelism in Africa
all the teachers and missionaries
Evangelist
$60
were invited. There was a feeling of
African Village Evangelism
$250
unity and fellowship on the part of A number of the African evangelists give as
much as four to six months per year to this
all.
On Friday, Bro. Frank Kipe spoke work. The African church provides most
their support. However, the work has
on "The Teacher and the Local of
been hampered by lack of funds. Village
Church," followed by "Marks of a evangelism is also part of the evangelistic
Great Teacher," by Bro. Lady. Then program, part of the Bible School program
there was a business meeting with the and as such Sister Mabel Frey's support.
teachers, after which Bro. Lady fin- 2. Support of African Overseer Dube
$52
ished his series on II Tim., and the
Brother Dube has given many years of
faithful service to the work of the church.
Conference was concluded.
no longer is able to serve as overseer.
This is not the first time a confer- He
The African church is providing half of this
ence of this nature has been held for pension support and asks help from us.
the teachers, and more are being
Assistance to the India National
planned for the future, but however 3. Church
$1165
practical the messages and however
The India national church is very deftimely the admonitions, they must be initely and systematically contributing to
carried out in the lives of the teach- the carrying on of the program of missions
their own church. This fund needs to be
ers, if they are to bring about the by
supplemented by mission contributions. We
effect in the African church that is hope some of you will be interested in helpneeded. We desire your prayers that ing this India church fund.
the message will sink deep into the
Printing Tracts
per tract $40
hearts of the teachers who attended 4. One
of the very great needs of all misthis conference, and that they will sion fields throughout the world is Christian
become real instruments of the Holy literature for the Christians and new converts to read. The Communists have sucSpirit.

Grace Holland
HAT CAN we do to help our
teachers get a real grasp of
the depth of spiritual life that a
Christian can and ought to attain?
This question presented itself frequently to our minds during the past
school year as we observed the more
than 3,000 children in our schools so
greatly influenced by their African
teachers, and saw so many of those
teachers weaken and yield to the
temptations around them.
To begin with, a small spiritual
life library was started, where books
on holiness and prayer were made
available to the teachers. But this
would not be enough, we knew, and
so the idea of a spiritual life conference was developed, where missionary and teachers together would
Suggested Foreign Mission
think on the deeper things of God.
An enthusiastic committee of teachProjects for 1957 (Revised)
ers, chosen by the teachers themselThere are valid reasons why Sunday
ves, met and helped to lay the plans,
School classes, Bible School groups and inarranging for food and accommoda- dividuals
prefer to take a smaller unit than
tions and setting a small fee. The to take just a part of a larger project. This
meeting was to be held at Matopo revision is an attempt to break down the
where the teachers could sleep in the needs of the work into smaller blocks. In
cases, a further breaking down may
dormitories and the cooking would be some
be possible. For further information, write
done under a big tree—if it didn't the Executive Secretary, Bishop Henry N.
rain.
Hostetter, Washington Boro, Pa.
!
But it did rain! There had been 1. Bible Training for Nationals
several weeks of unusually dry
A. India
$840
weather for this time of the year, so
The Bible training program for nationals
the rain wasn't an unwelcome sight in India now covers a very wide area of our
to anyone. But in all directions were Indian church. They are:
The Missionary Retreat
teachers making their way through
Institute for Santals
the downpour on the afternoon beBible School for Santals
fore the opening evening session.
Women's Retreat

W
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ceeded in producing more material than has
the missionary movement. Thirty to forty
dollars would make available sufficient
money to issue a tract for our African
church. Our missionaries would like to issue two or three written by members of our
staff.
5. Support for Bible Training per month $20
Hem Paul, one of our young men in India,
is now attending Bible School. The missionaries and the Indian church are giving
assistance. However, more support is
URGENTLY needed.
6. Support of Missionary Children in
Education
per child per year $290
Most missionary children in Africa do not
have the advantages of a Christian hostel
or Christian home during their educational
training. The mission board and many of
the missionaries have been much concerned
about this. We feel it is definitely necessary
that some steps be taken to find a solution
to this problem. The best answer appears to
be a mission hostel. In the near future the
missionaries hope to be ready to supply this
need if the home church will help to finance
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the project. If you would like to assist a
missionary's child write the Secretary and a
specific individual can be suggested to you.
7. Fencing Nahumba Farm — Africa $1392
Much better use of the farm could be
realized if it were fenced. It is the opinion
of the board that it would be a very igood
investment in helping to provide more income from the mission farm.
8. Orphan Boys and Girls — India
per individual $60
The support of boys and girls in India has
been very commendable. There are still
some boys and girls who need support and
we would be glad to have a Sunday School
class or a group take on such support.
9. Barjora Church Building
The Barjora Church is too small. It is
necessary that something be done. The Indian people are taking definite steps but will
need assistance to complete this building
project.

10. Cuba Land and Building Fund
It is becoming increasingly urgent that we
do something further in the land of Cuba
toward the providing of a missionary residence, some type of Bible school and other
school for our boys and girls. Some money
has already been received towards such a
project. Additional funds will be welcome.
11. An Exhaust Fan
$100
Due to the extreme heat in Cuba an exhaust fan placed back of the pulpit would
keep down the temperature of the building
considerably. It should be a large slowspeed fan thus eliminating noise.
12. Purchase of Lot at Camp Nojiri
$300
In Japan we are in need of a rest site
for our missionaries. Camp Nojiri appears
to offer such facilities plus some spiritual
refreshment, but housing must be provided.
For $300 a lot can be purchased and a tent
can be used until money is available for a
cabin.

Mission Relief Program
India has been in a state of financial
emergency since the inception as a republic
in 1950. Eighty-five per cent of the people
live on land in small villages, and this
emergency is felt in every hamlet. A basic
greed in the merchant class with which the
illiterate villager cannot compete, further
reduces his standards of living. These constitute the need which causes compassion to
well up in the heart of the Christian. When
Jesus said, "Consider the lilies of the .field,
they toil not, neither do they spin," He
meant that we should have faith in our Father to provide. He was not addressing
these people who have no knowledge of the
riches of God in Christ Jesus.
He has placed the responsibility of caring
for the needy at the door of the Christian by
saying, "I was an hungred and ye gave me
meat . . . naked, and ye clothed me: I was
sick, and ye visited me: . . . Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me."
Relief igoods were received from the National Christian Council Committee for Relief, from MCC, and through CARE made
possible by interested friends at home.
These included:
100 cartons of powdered milk, six 5-pound
tins per carton
95 cartons of powdered milk, twelve 2-pound
packets per carton
128 drums of powdered milk, 220 pounds per
drum
50 bags of dried beans, 100 pounds per bag
160 cartons of butter oil, six 5-pound tins
per carton
200 CARE parcels.
Rupees 1000 of medical supplies for help to
flood and disaster victims.
Roman Catholic Relief: l
One barrel of butter oil, 500 pounds
One barrel of peanut "cooking" oil, 500
pounds
10 cartons of butter oil.
Reverend William Hoke is contact man
and distributer of these supplies, which are
given out according to the rules of the IndoAmerican Agreement. This plan provides
free access to relief goods to be distributed
to the needy without regard for race, color,
or creed. The distributing centers are Saharsa Mission and Dispensary, Saharsa Civil
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Hospital, Madhipura Mission Hospital, Barjora Dispensary, Barjora Village Council,
two Urdu Schools in Madhipura and several
village schools.
Mr. Rudy Friesen, an MCC worker from
Canada, helped with the distribution of supply goods from the Saharsa contact center,
and Mission distribution center during the
flood season. The outboard motorboat is
one of the best ways to reach flood victims.
This equipment belongs to MCC. After leaving here Mr. Friesen went to a western area
to help in a relief camp.
Mr. D. N. Singh and Paul Singh from
Madhipura spent six weeks of September
and October in South Purnea District distributing relief milk, multi-purpose food,

butter oil and some blankets received by the
missionaries in that area. They spent many
days hauling these goods by country boat to
the stranded villagers.
The patients treated in our medical institutions profit immensely by this food relief.
Most tropical diseases cause marked debility, and malnutrition is an acute problem.
Special and supplemental diets are essential
to deliverance from the grip of inanition
from such chronic debilitating conditions as
kala azar, tuberculosis, hookworm, leprosy
and amebiasis. We who treat these patients
receive their overtures of gratefulness. We
remind them that Christians in America, because of the love of God in their hearts,
have responded in compassion to their need.
Praise be to the Lord Jesus Christ!
George E. Paulus, Jr., M. D.

Educational Developments at
Matopo Mission
D. E.

Climenhaga

Sometime ago Dorcas and I went visiting
a couple of the older Christian families
here at Matopo Mission. The last one we
visited was Woli Ndlovu's who lives on the
edge of the mission farm. Woli has been here
for many years and remembers me as a
child, although I must confess that I do not
remember him. During our visit, Woli fell to
reminiscing about times past, as so many of
the older Christians are wont to do. He
remembers my parents well, for he was the
mule driver when they were here. Among
other things he told how Father used to
conduct the singing in the church, and gave
almost a perfect illustration of the conducting of "Se si ze lapa Tixo Omkulu," (We
are gathered together, Oh God Most High).
He stated that when they did not shade
right and Father cut them off, then started
singing again he was afraid and kept quiet.
Then he started to reminisce about
earlier school days here at Matopo: the
thatched roof buildings, the older men who
were in school, etc. In my own recollection,

Below, 1. to P.: Flood time in India; Flood time transportation between the broken
railway lines; The relief line. Every card must be checked; Rudy Friesen, MCC relief
worker from Canada.
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The front of the Memorial School in
the late afternoon with the setting sun
against it.
I can remember when the present library, a
burned brick, thatched roof building was
the school building and when about thirty
older boys were in school there. It was also
my first place of learning with Father as
my teacher. Since that was the only school
building the morning school classes were
held in the church. From that day to this,
the educational work at Matopo has grown
considerably, sometimes faster, sometimes a
bit slower, but always going forward. We
have much for which to praise God in what
He has permitted us to see in the training
of African youth to serve their own people.
At present here at Matopo there exists
four schools; the morning school for the
village school children which starts with
Substandard A to Standard III (First
Grade through Fifth Grade), the Central
Primary school, Standards IV to VI (Sixth
grade to Eighth Grade) which is used for
practice teaching for the Higher Teacher
Training School; the Junior Secondary
S<ehool and the Higher Teacher Training
School. For the Central Primary, the
Junior Secondary and the Higher Teacher
Training schools we have a fine burned
brick building, built in the shape of a quadrangle with one end not quite finished. The
building contains ten class rooms and three
offices. The back end of the quadrangle is
being closed in and when the building is
finished there will be two more class rooms
and three more offices.
Until this year we have not had our own
Brethren in Christ training for teachers in
the Upper Primary schools. We always
sent them elsewhere for training. But the
need for these. teachers is becoming so
great that it was decided to start the Higher Training school here this year. This
decision, by the Executive Board, made it
necessary for all the Southern Rhodesia
Mission stations to work in very close cooperation. The Teacher Training Lower
was here at Matopo and it was decided that
it should be moved to Mtshabezi, which
move took place the latter part of 1956.
The starting of the Higher Training
course brought changes into the Central
Primary school. Heretofore it had been a
Boys' Boarding School. Now it is being
used as a practicing school for practice
teaching for the Teacher Trainees and is
therefore, both co-educational and a day
school. The Central Primary School Teachers are critic teachers for the Teacher
Trainees which gives them added responsibilities. Bro. Kipe is head of the Teacher
Training Department, and the teachers
work in very close cooperation with him.
Another innovation is the appointing of an
African Headmaster in the Central Primary School. Previously, this position has
been filled by a Missionary. Mr. Iddo Ku-
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malo, son of Mfundisi Kumalo, great grand- emphasis. Students who enter these doors
son of King Mzilikazi,, is now Headmaster of learning and leave without an experience
of the Primary School. Mr. Kumalo has of personal salvation have gained little in
been a faithful teacher here for a number value. Our ideal is wrapped up in the
of years and is at present, Treasurer of the words of Scripture which says, "BUT SEEK
African Church, and a member of the YE FIRST THE KINGDOM OF GOD, AND
African Church Executive Committee.
HIS
RIGHTEOUSNESS;
AND
ALL
In the Secondary School, too, there are .THESE THINGS SHALL BE ADDED UNchanges. The Junior Secondary program TO YOU." In reviewing your training at
has heretofore been a three year program: this school may you be able to say, "I have
Forms I, II, and III, in the South Africa attained to more than the passing of my
University Junior Secondary Course. We standard of education. I have caught a
are now in the process of changing over to glimpse of the possibilities of my life being
a four-year full Secondary program to be yielded into the hands of the Christ." To
recognized by the Cambridge (England)
this end we labor.
syndicate. It will be a two-year Junior
A. J. Book
Secondary, and a two year Senior SecondIt is dedicated to Nkosazana M. Brenaman
ary Course. At the end of this year, we
(Nkosikazi Brenaman). "To one who has
will have worked out the last class under given
her time and talents so unselfishly in
the University Junior Secondary course. In
1958 we hope to start the Senior Secondary the service of Brethren in Christ Missions in
course giving entrance requirements to the Rhodesia, we, the Matopo Staff of 1956,
dedicate this volume, with deep appreciation."
There are over sixty pages filled with contributions from the pens of many scores of
students telling what they think of various
subjects or telling about happenings during
the school year.
Such a project represents toil; but it helps
to promote school spirit and is also a worthwhile contribution to the limited fund of
suitable and worthwhile reading matter for
the "growing-up" African.
M. C. K.

The present Library Building. This was
the first burned-brick school on our African
field.
Rhodesia University. This future planning
has the full cooperation of the African Education Department. We will need an adequately equipped and staffed Science laboratory.
There was a time when I wondered
whether all the educational work we are
doing was really missionary work or not,
but I have long since settled in my own
mind the definite missionary aspect of educational work. Our Lord certainly did much
more than preach; He healed and He taught.
With the present day battle for the minds
of men, the more we can win to Christ
through the schoolroom, the less there are
to be won to communism and secular ideologies.
We have tried to give a picture of the
educational work here at Matopo. As we
look into the future, we must wait before
the Lord for His guidance. We feel His
presence daily and we know He has been
blessing the work. That which was started
years ago has grown into the present program and we keenly feel the need of your
prayers a s we carry out the plans for the
future. "Bear ye one anothers burdens and
so fulfill the Law of Christ."

The 1956 " M a t o p i a n "
The 1956 "Matopian", school annual of
Matopo Training Institute, released at the
end of the school year in December, carries
the following fine foreword by the Superintendent of the Mission:
Matopo Training Institution is more than
a place to obtain an education. It is a place
where students can learn the elements of
education along with the developing of
Christian character to which we give major

News Notes from the Executive
Secretary
Mobile Medical Van: The Mobile Medical
Van which had been shipped to India has
been transferred to the Methodist Missionary Society at no loss of investment. For
a number of reasons it was not possible to
put the van into operation as had been
visualized prior to its purchase. Both the
type of work which the Methodist Society is
doing and the area in which they are working commends itself to a more practical
use of this vehicle. We are grateful that
this transfer has been possible in such a
manner. Because of the terms under which
it was brought into India, the purchasingsociety still enjoys some very definite advantages over trying to bring one in from
America at the present.
Evelyn Bohland: Upon the recommendation of doctors in India that she leave the
country, she was returned to America on
medical leave. She is now at home at 2299
Meil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. She will
deeply appreciate your prayers during these
days of physical recuperation.
Pyes' Arrival: Word has been received of
the safe arrival of the Pye family in India.
Wendell is in school at Woodstock and the
family is settled at Barjora. Pray that the
Lord will make their ministry a great blessing to the entire program of missionary
work in the Barjora area.
• Joe Smiths: Because of Brother Smith's
sickness prior to leaving India, doctors orders called for complete rest for several
months. We appreciate the degree of
physical recuperation which Brother Smith
has realized. While he is still, physically,
not back to normal they have enjoyed the
privilege of doing some itinerary work in
California and Oregon. Pray for his complete recovery.
The Books: Sister Ruth Book is enroute
from India via Africa. She will be return-
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ing to America with her brother Alvin and
family in the near future. Latest information indicates they will arrive during the
month of May.
Note: A letter from the office of the
General Superintendent on the field, received after, the news notes, contains this
additional information:
Last weekend we were out to Wanezi for
the special weekend services including the
dedication of the lovely new Steigerwald
Memorial Church on Sunday [of which we
hope to hear more. M. C. K.]. There were
776 present for that service. The missionary family that weekend numbered either
34 or 36, so that it seemed almost like a
young Conference. We particularly appreciated the fact that Ruth Book could be
there for the weekend of fellowship. Alvin's
took her around on a rather flying visit to
all of the mission stations, and then they
left by train for Cape Town. They had
difficulty getting booking after their plans
for going via the Suez were disrupted, but
finally got word just last week that they
definitely have booking on the Carnarvon
Castle sailing the 12th. They are booked
from Southampton to New York on the
French liner Liberte.
Velma Brillinger

While the earth remaineth . . .
seedtime and harvest
shall not fail. Gen. 8:22
In looking over the African Evangelistic
Summary for 1956, one is impressed, with
the seed-sowing that is being done with a
certain measure of systematic coverage of
our outstation areas. Thirteen evangelists
each held an average of eight revival campaigns, two weeks in length. There were
101 campaigns in all, Masotsha Dube and
Mtshazo Nkala having served together at
three places. The average attendance at
the daily meetings must have been between
70 and 80 according to the figures. There
were offerings, too—an average of about
$12.30 at each meeting place.
It was heartening, too, to notice the
names in the list of men who have served
faithfully and effectively for many years,
such as Mlobeki, Masotsha (Dube), Mtshazo, Gwanyana, Masotsha
(Sibanda),
Cita, and the two blind evangelists, Josiah
and Mdinwa. And we rejoice, too, over the
new recruits in the evangelistic work. There
are no Citonga names here; I suppose that
this is the report of Southern Rhodesia.
God alone knows how many of the thousands of repentances listed were genuine
and we refrain from commenting on the exact figures, which you can find in your
handbook.
Harvesting results in both
grain and chaff. But this one thing we
ought to fix in our minds: Our African and
missionary staff is engaged in a great,
great work that is worthy of our earnest
support. It is not a spasmodic, sensational
work. These outstations are the place of
worship every Sunday and every prayermeeting day throughout the entire year.
Follow-up work is done by the African pastors, teachers, and other Christians—and
also by the missionaries as they visit these
outstations. A people for the Lord is being gathered out of these scattered villages
and schools; we may all have a share in
the seed-time and harvest.
M. C. K.
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From the Letter-Bag
Macha Hospital
One Monday we saw 180 some patients—
outpatients, that is. There are 60 to 80
patients most of the time. The chief complaints are the symptoms that indicate malaria. We have seen so many very ill children, and several have died. Today there
was another brought in. One woman with
TB was taken home to die, and last eveningtwo children were also taken home in a dying condition. I asked Dr. T. the other day if
there are any well people and he hasn't
stopped teasing me about it. One of the
deaths this week was of diphtheria. The
next day Dr. T. went out to that community and gave the toxoid to three hundred
children and had to refuse about a hundred
others because he ran out of serum. There
have been about four deliveries since I've
been here, one of them twins whom we
named Roberta and Rebecca. They don't
have as much maternity work, comparatively speaking, as we do in the South. It likely will build up.
Beginnings of certified nurses' training
at Macha Hospital: At the hospital there
is one nurse (from Mtshabezi) and eight
aides (plus two who are at Sikalongo; the
girls rotate from out-patient department to
maternity to cooking to Sikalongo). These
aides are girls whom Dr. Thuma has given
a measure of training . . . They say we will
be allowed to take nine first year students
—that will be eleven in all. We are not
yet certain if we will be allowed to take
girls from S. Rhodesia or not.
Mary Heisey
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Wanezi Outschools
It was nice to arrive home after the week
on trek. I felt as though the visits were
very profitable. At Siwazi I saw the new
class [Standard Five] . . . Normally the
first three classes are in school for four
hours, the next two, five; and the rest, six.
Everything is regulated quite closely. Daily
work is designated and records must be
kept concerning what the teacher has covered. I saw the school and had a service
with the children at Mbaulo on Saturday.
. . . I have begun to read my sermons in
Sindebele. The Std. IV teacher at Mkwabene sent one of his boys to see me there at
Fulunye. It happened that he arrived just
as the service was starting, and so he
came in. At the close of the service he remained for prayer. I'm sure he received
help from the Lord. After Fulunye was
Hlatshwayo; here two boys stayed to pray.
Then on to Lubuze, a big school, over 300
children. A boy again remained to pray.
His prayer, I think, was as penitent as any
I have ever heard an African pray. This
has all been very encouraging to me.
Please remember to pray for us, we are
thankful for each of you who have been so
faithful in the past. Satan is working hard
to keep people away from the Gospel. And
as time goes on he will doubtless work
harder . . .
This week-end (March 29, 30) is the time
for the big meeting—baptism, communion,
and church dedication.
George Bundy

DISPATCHES
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DeRossett, Tenn.
April 2—The new parsonage is progressing on schedule. The picture shows the
building after 2% days of work on the
structure. Other details of this project appeared in the April 8 issue of the Visitor.
Brethren from Ohio and Pennsylvania
joined with the men and women of the
community in an inspiring manner to make
possible the encouraging progress we can
report.
The Sunday School is growing as well as
attendance at other services. A couple
and two young people were saved recently.
Pray for the work in Tennessee!
Huron, Calif.
Work among the young people of Camp 4
has been very challenging. Several teenagers have made decisions for Christ during March.
Since there isn't much moving in and out
of the camp at this season the group has
been fairly intact for several months.
A week of evangelism is planned for
April 14-20 during which time Brother
William Lewis will be sharing with Brother
Carl Wolgemuth in a concentrated appeal
to souls to accept the Lord. This pre-Easter
effort calls for prayer that God may break
through.
Members of the Mennonite Service Unit
are sharing in a young people's class using
"God's Great Salvation" as lesson material.
One teen-ager exclaimed after class, "It's
fun!"
A local youth paper, the Countryside
News is designed to capitalize on the interest of the youth of Camp 4.
A projected look at the work indicates
that there may be a need for funds to carry
several projects pending Home Mission
Board consideration.
South Mt. Chapel, (Pa.)
March 3 was Christ's Crusaders Day.
The young people had charge of the entire
morning services. In the afternoon we went
visiting to the homes of those who were unable to attend church. Bro. Kipe had charge
of the Christ's Crusaders services, in which
we studied the three Epistles of John. Bro.
Ralph Wenger followed with the eveningmessage.
March 17-31 was our revival with Bro.
Harry Hock the evangelist. We were blest
with the truths that were delivered from
God's word. Thank God for His presence
and the many precious souls that said
"Yes" to God, and knelt at an altar of prayer. The Lord was very near, and the Holy
Spirit worked in our midst.
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We were also blest with special singing
throughout the revival. We would like to
thank the following in Jesus' name, for
their message in song: Bro. and Sr. William
Redkay, The Cedar Grove Girls, The Wiles
Sisters, Bro. and Sr. Mellinger, The Mt.
Rock Quartet, The Mechanicsburg Quartet,
Bro. and Sr. Winters, Cora Crider, The
Happy Cousins, and Bro. and Sr. Slagenweit.
Thank you for your prayers, and may
God continue to work.

Communications
Insurance

113.58
255.62
$5293.08

Hospital:
Medical expenses
Hospital equipment

2005.72
642.69

School Expenses
Chaco Canyon Chapel
Mission Building and Development
N. E. C
,
1841.12
Equip, and building
290.45
Total

Financial Reports
l i f e Line Gospel Mission
F I R S T QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Receipts
Hall Offerings
717.84
Rent—Mission Property
710.00
Local Income
205.77
Church-at-large
222.77
Total
$1,856.38
Balance on hand 12-31-56
1,119.20
Total receipts and beginning balance $2,975.58
Expenditures
Mission Home and Property
Food
224.85
Utilities
152.99
Maintenance
160.91
Furniture and Equipment
119.12
Taxes
291.59
Interest
446.26
Paid on principle
189.44
Insurance
672.13
Total Mission Home Expenditures $2,257.28
Mission Hall
Rent
Transportation
Sunday School Supplies
Utilities
Maintenance
Publicity
General Church causes

293.20
103.15
59.44
34.40
27.74
111.54
38.86

Total Mission Hall Expenditures ....$ 668.33
Total Expenditures
$2,925.61
Balance on hand 3-31-57
$ 49.97
Navajo Mission
F I R S T QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Receipts
General Maintenance:
Offerings
773.76
Child Support
927.50
Tuitions (school)
120.00
Gas
155.56
Other local
170.59
Clinic and Hospital
4009.83
Telephone
19.29
Total
$6176.53
Special:
Gifts for hospital
Gifts for school
Special—loan (well)
Total

735.08
35.00
1500.00

.'

$2270.08

Mission Building and Development
N. E. C. Offerings
4417.34
Chapel Fund (N. E. C.)
100.00
Mission water development
72.00
Total
Total' Receipts
Cash balance 1-1-57
Total Cash Available
Summary of Receipts
Offerings
Clinic and hospital
Tuitions
Loans
Other local
Chapel Fund
Total
Expenditures
General:
Table
Farm
Transportation
Light Plant
Fuel
' Labor
Repairs and Supplies
Office
Navajo News
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$4589.34
$13,035.95
1,167.24
$14,203.19
6888.68
4009.83
120.00
1500.00
417.44
100.00
$13,035.95
1045.62
455.30
548.42
90.46
410.65
165.00
1965.80
192.63
50.00

$2648.41
27.6*
41.77

$2,131.57

Expenditures for Quarter
$10,142.46
Cash Balance 3-31-57
4,060.73
Total Expenditures (inc. bal.)
$14,203.19
Loans:
HMB Loans
2342.74
N. E. C. Loans (HMB)
3500.00
Tfr—Redmon (NEC) Loan
2000.00
Total HMB Loans
$7842.74
Personal Loan—N. E. C
400.00
FNB—Farmington (Well Loan)
1500.00
Total Loans

$9,742.74

Let's Build a Home
(Continued from page five)
The home environment largely determines
the life of the child. Do our children ask
us to help them pray about their problems ?
If not, why not? Our children will learn to
know best the person we know best. Is it
God? (Heb. 11:6)
Luke L. Keefer
23. Polished by Church Attendance.
In Heb. 10:25, the apostle emphasizes the
importance of church attendance. We of
this twentieth century should be made
aware of the great importance of attending
the house of the Lord as a family if we
would build a happy Christian home. A
family who attends church together not
only brings honour to God, but also to their
home and church. As a house that is kept
clean and polished is attractive to live in, so
a family that regularly attends the place of
worship will be a source of blessing and inspiration in their community. May faithful
church attendance not only be a habit, but a
firm conviction in each Christian home.
Ross Brillinger
24. Furnish it with Hospitality for Others.
The Word teaches us our Christian homes
are to be furnished by hospitality for others
and without grudging. I Pet. 4:9. We have
so generously received from God that to entertain guests and even strangers generously and kindly is a Christian requisite.
As a child I felt some of our friends were
fortunate to be in homes where ministers
and missionaries were entertained. So it
was with joy that we welcomed the "brethren" and others into our home, and it gave
us great pleasure to know they "felt at
home" and enjoyed our hospitality.
After having entertained some non-Christians we were thrilled with this sentence in
our Guest Book, "Just ask us again."
Lela Fern Heisey
25. In Need of Remodeling? Let All the
Family Counsel with the Architect.
"Let's have a Family Council meeting!"
Often this request was heard in our home,
made by parents or children, who felt a
need for improvement in the home planning.
The issues discussed included time budgeting, money spending, church issues, and
family trips, and our family has a broader
knowledge of the meaning of cooperation
because of this Family Council.

As in remodeling a house it is wise to
consider conveniences of the wife, needs of
the husband, and desires of the children, so
in family counselling, the rights, privileges,
duties and desires of each should be voiced
and considered. Then each feels the responsibility of making the family unit
close-knit and God-centered.
Ruth Herr
Tri-State Christian Home Conference
Committee Plans for 1957
Plans announced to pastors regarding the
1957 Christian Home Conference for the Indiana, Ohio and Michigan area call for local, congregational conferences on or about
the same week end as the centralized conferences have previously been held. Due to
several conflicting factors in the summer
program, and to the growing congregational
emphasis in our churches, the committee is
suggesting that pastors plan a Christian
Home Conference individually or in cooperation with nearby churches, for the week
end of July 27 and 28, the last week end of
July. Committee suggestions are mailed to
pastors.
For further information contact any one
of the Committee, or write the secretary,
Paul E. Brumbaugh, Clayton, Ohio.

The Laity
(Continued from page three)
fied effort in this historic hour on the
eve of our Lord's return.
Those composing the respective
congregations have a potential for
service, but they are often unaware
of until it is brought into sacrificial
use. It is quite evident that our
brotherhood has not utilized this
force in the past. Perhaps responsible persons did not point the way
successfully. Congregations should
be encouraged to readily acknowledge
lay leadership. People from their
own ranks who can assume directorship of groups and masses and who
will ardently promote evangelism
should be employed.
Suggesting some projects it would
appear feasible that the assembly
could take on the sponsorship of a
religious broadcast, either denominational or local, and thus relieve the
pulpit of unnecessary expenditures of
time and energy. Fund raising, visitation drives and many kinds of social services can be promoted and
achieved by the laity. A high standard of efficiency will be realized and
sometimes much to the surprise of
the ordained leaders. It is always a
sign of inferior headship that neglects to invest confidence in its followers. Some pessimistic folk are
ready to ask, "Where can lay leaders
be found?" The answer is, the
clergy and laity jointly must admit,
acknowledge and discover talent,
even if found in unsuspected places,
Evangelical
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and unselfishly seek to promote it. On
the other hand the churchmen themselves should feel a sense of dedication to any God-ordained project and
following their aptitudes they should
prepare themselves accordingly. This
could include lay-sponsored classes of
specialized training in psychology,
economics and other studies related
to public welfare.
Another significant way of sharing
in the Lord's work would be for the
congregation to become an enthusiastic and virile propaganda agency.
They can generate excitement about
their pastor's sermons, his program,
his personality, and in fact, cover the
entire range of his ministry. This
advertising medium can be promoted
better by those outside the clergy
than those on the inside, and will prevent the ministry from being accused
of immodesty in its honest efforts to
attract the public to appreciate the
necessity of the church and her
mission.
The considerations up to this point
have largely dealt with the subject in
a general way. Let us now turn more
specifically to the Brethren in Christ
fellowship and observe some basic attitudes that must be fostered if she is
to serve this generation by the will of
God.
This church has nurtured and cultured us, and while we respect all the
Lord's people, we hold a special regard for her to whose doctrines and
program we have been deeply committed. Though small, she is a valuable part of the great church which
Jesus purchased with His own blood,
and deserves unswerving loyalty and
intelligent steerage. Now in her
period of readjustment in which she
seeks to harmonize her methods with
the need of the hour, and yet honor
changeless Biblical principles, she deserves the cool-headedness and sensible behaviour of all who love her.
Every one of her devotees (and since
the laity are vastly in the majority
theirs is the special burden), is urged
to give himself to the privilege of intercessory prayer. This will decidedly help in avoiding the attendant dangers of any crises. This will keep her
from the tragedy of over-adjustment,
preserve her from worldly conformity
and avoid ulterior motives. At the
same time her lofty goals will be insistently clear and her task in a sinful
society will be constantly emphasized.
Early in this discussion some vital
aspects of this transition process
were briefly touched on. In slightly
more concrete form, it seems evident
that to negotiate this transfer the
congregation must be committed to a
cause rather than a person or perMay 6, 1957

sons. They need in many areas a genuine renovation, yea, a purging in the
inner chambers of the body. Then,
and then only will they be free from
the humiliating cankers that have
blotched her history such as favoritism, family compacts, carnal preferences, discriminating social strata
and such like. It is regrettable that
a person travelling through the
church should be faced so frequently
with undeniable evidence that there
are some people who would readily
wreck a whole church, and irreparably damage the cause of God just to
have their own way. Dear lay brethren and sisters, you have it in your
power to change such deplorable situations.
It must be thoroughly understood
that the church holds the good of the
cause of Christ in such an exalted position that even though an alert segment desires a new pastor and perhaps should have one, it is willing to
gracefully acquiesce with the wishes
of the group until a satisfactory arrangement can be concluded. This
must apply in every other decision in
which the group is called upon to give
its voice.
A great measure of patience must
be exercised by all in this period of
reorganization because it will most
certainly take some time to adequately establish a solid and smooth-working structure of procedure in the
widely separated regions of the
brotherhood. The length of time will
depend on how much cooperation will
be given by the respective congregations in response to the proportionate
leadership skill.
To indulge in prophecy is somewhat dangerous as well as inaccurate, but certain reactions are to be
expected. Some of the best Christians
are allergic to any change of practice
no matter how long overdue. Other
equally sincere servants of Christ are
apt to succumb to attacks of pessimism and throw up their hands declaring it will never work. Every
new method ever undertaken has had
to face a like challenge even though
time gloriously vindicated it. It is
not impossible, though we hope highly improbable, that a few characters
may be lurking in the crevices of our
fellowship who with sinister motives,
would deliberately sabotage its success. We hope not.
Let us trust in the power of the
Holy Spirit, that He will so overshadow the entire constituency of the
Brethren in Christ Church, that she
will with renewed courage and efficiency answer God's design for her
until Jesus comes in clouds of glory.
Duntroon, Ontario

Board of Benevolence
FIRST QUARTER FINANCIAL,
Balance, January 1, 1957
$2127.10
Receipts
1803.65
Total Receipts and Balance
$3930.75
Total Expenditures
1050.00
Balance on Hand, April 1, 1957
$2880.75
Musser M. Martin, Treas.
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REVIVAL MEETINGS
Edward Gilmore, Manor, Pa., April 21-28.
GUEST SPEAKERS
Rev. Konio Kodaira, a native pastor from
Tokyo, Japan at Chino, Calif., April 19;
S. F. Wolgemuth, Easter Sunrise Service,
Ringgold, Md.; Isaiah Hariey at Grantham,
Pa., April 14.
BULLETIN-BITS
The Gospel Team of Messiah College had
charge of the evening service at Refton,
Pa., April 14; Chino, Calif., had missionary
day on April 28. Rev. and Mrs. Joe Smith
were guest speakers; Christ's Crusaders,
Grantham, Pa., presented an Easter Sunrise Service, 5:15 A.M. on the Grantham
Memorial Cemetery grounds.
Clear Creek, Penna.
The congregation at Clear Creek Church
of Everett on March 31, were privileged to
have the Messiah College Choral Society
bringing to us the gospel in beautiful song.
May God bless each one for so dedicating
their time and talent to the work of the
Lord.
Mrs. R. D.
Des Moines, Iowa
On January 1 we had our Fifth Annual
Sunday School Convention with the Dallas
Center, Iowa congregation. The morning
theme was "Reaching the Unchurched"
which included five stirring talks concerning different ways of reaching the unchurched and conserving the gains. The
guest speaker of the morning was Rev.
Allen H. Brown, pastor of the First Federated Church in Des Moines.
The afternoon session was opened with
a startling message on "65 Hours Per Week"
by Rev. Russell K. Barnes, Director of the
Iowa Child Evangelism Fellowship. In his
message Rev. Barnes gave statistics showing the average child spends 28 hours a
week before T.V. and Radio and only 1%
hours at Sunday School and Church. Mrs.
Barnes gave the children a gospel story on
fiannelgraph in the basement while the program continued upstairs on "Dynamics of
Teaching." The emphasis here was beingplaced on bringing the need of salvation into every Sunday School lesson that the
children might be won to Christ.
We have seen some gain in our Sunday
School for which we are thankful.
Our pastor Rev. H. F . Landis and the
brethren are finishing the balcony of the
church which we hope to use as a classroom
for the growing Young Married Couples
class.
We are praying and working for a bountiful spiritual harvest this year.
B. B.
Locust Grove Church, Penna.
Jan. 20 a group from the Mennonite Cen-
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tral Committee in Akron, Pa. gave a program in our Christ's Crusaders meeting telling about different phases of the work that
is carried on by that organization.
March 3rd was Christ's Crusaders Day
and during- our evening service Rev. Eby
Leaman, Pastor of the Zion Mennonite
Church of York gave a very inspiring Bible
Study of the Book of I John.
Sr. Edith Davidson who is now attending
Messiah College at Grantham for the winter term course spoke to us during the worship service telling of the work that she is
helping with at Farris Mines, Allisonia, Va.
March 17-24 was our spring revival with
Bro. John Byers, Chambersburg, Pa.,
evangelist, who faithfully brought us heartsearching messages which caused us to
search our hearts and seek the fulness of
what God had in store for each one.
March 31 our pastor Bro. Leroy Yoder
had a Child Dedication service for Beth Ann
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Charles Melhorn
following Bishop B. E. Thuma had charge
of dedication to Missionary Service for Bro.
and Sr. Charles Melhorn who have assumed the pastorate of the Brethren in
Christ Mission at Llewellyn, Pa., as of
April 1st. We pray that God will richly
bless them in their new duties.
April 7 we commemorated our spring
communion with Bishop B. E. Thuma in
charge of the service.
April 14, Palm Sunday, during our
Christ's Crusaders meeting Rev. Paul Hess,
pastor of the Crossroads Brethren in Christ
Church, was our guest speaker.
Mrs. J. S.
Green Spring, Pa.
March 3 was a day of blessing for outChrist's Crusaders. The Sunday School was
led by the young people. A fellowship lunch
was enjoyed with directions for the afternoon's activities, this included visitation and
practice of the chorus for the evening service.
Reports and comments of appreciation
have resulted from the visitation. In the
evening a special program was given. The
day concluded with a message by a guest
speaker.
On March 17 we were blessed with a
program by the Messiah College Gospel
Team.
The day of the Franklin Co. March 31
Missionary Conference, Walter Winger,
Mabel Frey and Jonathan Muleya were our
guest speakers.
On April 7 the Chambersburg community
male chorus rendered a program of sacred
music.
Uniontown, Ohio
Bro. Jos. VanderVeer writes: "Our revial meeting began Feb. 3. Andrew McNiven served as evangelist. Numerous
folks presented themselves at the altar for
prayer."
He further writes of enjoying his period
of interim ministry at the Uniontown
church.
The exchange student from Jordan in attendance at Messiah College, Gabriel Khalil,
was present for a service. An Easter sunrise service was held.
Mowersville, Pa.
" 0 praise the Lord for his goodness and
for his wonderful works to the children of
men."
Jan. 27 Charles Lehman spoke in our
morning worship service in behalf of Messiah College.
Jan. 27-Feb. 10 We enjoyed so much the
ministry of Bro. Harry Hock of Michigan in
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our revival. Many souls sought God at the
altar of prayer and God be praised for the
victories won.
Mar. 31 Bro. Marlin Ressler spoke in our
morning service and Bro. Walter Winger in
the evening service.
Sippo, Ohio
Jan. 5 and 6 we were host to the Northern Ohio Christ's Crusaders Bible Conference. Theme: "Peace, Relief and Service."
Guest speaker Bishop Ray Witter of Navarre, Kans.
Our pastor Bro. Jacob Glick and family
spent a few weeks in Florida, and Bishop H.
P. Heisey served in his absence. The messages were greatly appreciated.
Jan. 16 we conducted an unusual jail
service. Twenty-three young people under
the direction of Bro. Philip Hershey witnessed for the Lord to those sinful men.
Many hands were raised for prayer. Pray
for these men, that they will go through
with the Lord.
Feb. 17 Reception Service. We were glad
to have Sis. Esther Schrock unite with us,
also Bro. and Sis. David Grabill and sons,
Gary and Larry by church letters. Bro.
Grabill will serve as deacon at this place.
We are thankful for these consecrated
workers, and may the Lord bless our fellowship together.
Mar. 17 Youth Day. The young folks
had charge of the services. The activities
started with singing, devotions, and breakfast at Bro. Owen Glick's home. From there
the group traveled together in several cars
to Sunday school. Bro. Gary Grabill, 12 yrs.
old, was the supt. The Ladies Trio from
Crown Hill Mennonite Church furnished the
special singing. After church the group
went to Bro. John Helmuth's home for the
appetizer, to Bro. George Mohler's home for
the main meal, and then to Bro. David
Knutti's for dessert. The afternoon was
spent in preparation for the evening program, and visiting the sick. We enjoyed
these services, and are thankful for our
young people.
Mar. 29 the Choral Society from Grantham, Pa. sponsored a fine program of singing, testimonies and readings.
Bro. W. J. Myers spent part of the winter in Florida, and is afflicted with a cold.
L. T.

Love Feasts
Rosebank
Springvale
Sherkston
Mooretovvn
Rust
Garland
Antrim
Cedar Grove

Ontario
Michigan
Pennsylvania

May 11, 12
May 18, 19
May 25, 26
May 18, 1!)
May 25, 26
June 1, 2

May 18, 1!)
Mifnintown, Pa.
May 11 and 12 Sat. 10:00 A.M.
Manor-Pequea
May 18, 19
Air Hill
May 22-23

BIRTHS
"Children are an heritage of the Lord"

EESSLER—Rev. and Mrs. Glen Ressler of
Welland, Ont. are happy to announce the birth
of a son, Paul Edward, on March 12, 1957.
RUEGO—Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ruegg of
Ridgeway, Ontario, are happy to announce the
birth of a son, Shawn Jeffrey, on March 18.
1957; a brother for Linda, Colleen and
Llewylen.
MAEKLIY—Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Markley.
Corvallis, Oregon a son, Wendell Dean, September 17, 1956.

MARKLEY—Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Markley,
Redondo Beach, California, a daughter, Diane,
a sister for Leon, December 17, 1956.
ASPER—Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Asper, Upland, California, a daughter, Nancy Lee, November 27, 1956.
EMMETT—Mr. and Mrs. George Emmett.
Upland. California, a son, Robert J., December
If, 1956.
EBEE1Y—Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eberly, Upland, California, a daughter, Anne Louise,
January 23, 1957.
VLERY—Mr. and Mrs. J. Lynn Ulery
(Frances Brechbill), Springfield, Ohio, are the
happy parents of a son, James Michael, born
April 15, 1957.
BROWN—Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Brown, Carlisle, Pa., announce the birth of a daughter,
Susan Rose, born April 7, 1957.
ROVER—Rev. and Mrs. Richard Royer, LaVerne, and Yvonne of Leonard, Michigan, are
happy with the arrival of James LeRoy,
March 30, 1957.
BOWERS—Cynthia Jane Bowers was born
November 22, 1956, a welcome sister and
daughter to the family who worships with the
Brethren in Christ congregation at Hanover,
Pennsylvania.
R E D C A Y — M r . and Mrs. William Redcay of
Newville, Pa., are the happy parents of a son,
Ray Ivan, born Dec. 9, 1956.
HOCK—Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hock announce
the birth of a son, Jerome Clark, on January 1.
The Hocks live at Shippensburg. Pa.
HAMILTON—Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hamilton
of Shippensburg announce the birth of a son,
Dennis Ray, Nov. 5, 1956.

OBITUARIES
'Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord.'

BURKHOIiDER—Amos C. Burkholder was
born in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, July
30, 1869 and departed this life March 29, 1957.
He is survived by two daughters. Mrs. Wes,ley
Plum, Upland, California and Mrs. Wesley
Walgren, San Diego, California.
Brother Burkholder was converted at an
early age and united with the Brethren in
Christ Church. He was one of the charter
members of the Upland Brethren in Christ
and faithfully attended the worship service.
For the past several years he h a s grown
spiritually and loved the Word of God, and
was faithful in witnessing for his Master.
'Funeral services were at the Upland
Brethren in Christ Church April 1. Rev. Alvin
C. Burkholder and Bishop J. H. Wagaman
officiated at the service.
His final resting place is Bellevue Cemetery,
Ontario, California.
McCLOITD—James R. McCloud was born at
Monticello, Ind. April 21, 1873, and departed
this life in the Abilene Memorial Hospital
March 25, 1957 at the age of S3 years 11
months and 4 days. He being the last of his
family to be called, was preceded in death by
his father Philo; mother Martha, two brothers
Frank and Philander. Three sisters, Ma.ggie
Wilson, Nettie Daily and Mary Jane Hoyt.
On January 9. 1897 he was united in marriage to Abbie Crum in Los Angeles, California. They spent 55 years of happiness in
Dickinson Co., Kans. Fifty one years of their
married life was spent on the home place.
For many years he farmed in the Bethel
community. For the past year and one half
he made his home a t the Brown Memorial
Home south of Abilene, Kans. He was converted at the age of 81 and united with the
Brethren in Christ Church in August 1954. He
was a member of the Bethel congregation.
His wife preceded him in death Sept. 15.
1952. He leaves the following nephews and
nieces. A. J. McCloud of Rockford, 111., R. C.
Hoyt of Ontario. Calif., Elmer Hoyt of Upland. Calif.. Lawrence Wilson of Abilene,
Texas. Joseph L. Crum of Hastings, Neb., Eva
Whetstine of Vista, Calif., Bert Crum of
Council Grove, Kan., and Nellie Engle, Upland,
Calif.
Funeral services were conducted by Rev.
Hershey Gramm assisted by Rev. David Musser in the Bethel church and interment in the
Bethel cemetery.

Evangelical Visitor

SHANK—Mrs. Alice M. Eyer Shank, ninetytwo, widow of Amos M. Shank, Marietta, Pa.,
died April 12. She was born March 26, 1865 in
Bast Donegal Twp. Her parents were the late
David M. and Mary Musser Eyer. iShe became
a member of the Maytown congregation in
1893. She is survived by two daughters and
two sons, Miss Mary B. Shank, at home; Mrs.
Martha Rusk, David B. and J. Robert.

.

MARRIAGES

For these we wish God's richest blessiiuj and send, with our
compliments, a year's subscription to the Evangelical Visitor.

MORSE-RINEHART — On Saturday, March
16, 1957, Miss Jeane Rinehart, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Glen Rinehart became the bride
of David Morse, foster son of Bro. and Sr.
Charley Weaver, all of the Hanover congregation.
The ceremony was performed by the pastor,
Samuel Bady. This was the first wedding in
the new church. The couple are making their
home in East Berlin, Penna.
RiOTHERMEIi-CALAMAN—On Saturday afternoon, March 16, 1957, Miss Nancy Carolyn
Calaman daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barl H.
Calaman, Carlisle, Pa. became the bride of
Bobbe Lee Rothermel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Rothermel, Carlisle, Pa.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Paul
L. Snyder in the Carlisle Brethren in Christ
Church.
ECKENRODE-YOHE — On Easter Sunday
afternoon, April 21, 1957 Miss Mildred Tohe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Tohe, Shippensburg became the bride of Mr. Harvey Lee Eckenrode, .Shippensburg, Pa. The ceremony was
performed in the Green Spring Brethren in
Christ Church by Rev. Allen G. Brubaker.

Missions A b r o a d
India
General Superintendent: P. O. Saharsa, N.E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. William R. Hoke
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N.E. Railway,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Rev. and
Mrs. William Hoke, Misses Esther G. Book,
Leora Toder
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, N.E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Misses Brma Z. Hare, Bengali
Arnold, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Pye
Maclhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura, N.E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Dr.
and Mrs. George E. Paulus, Misses Mary
Jane Shoalts, Evelyn Bohland
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi N.E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India. Rev.
and Mrs. Charles B. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N.E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of
Rev. Charles E. Engle
Woodstock School: P. O. Landour, Mussoorie,
United Provinces, India. Miss Mary Beth
Stoner
Ulubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District
Howrah, West Bengal, India. Rev. and Mrs.
A.D.M. Dick
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence, P. O. Bos
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Bishop and Mrs. Arthur M. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger.
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Matopo Mission, Private Bag 191 T, Bulawayo.
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin J. Book, Rev. and Mrs.
David E. Climenhaga, Rev. and Mrs. H.
Frank Kipe, Miss Mary C. Engle, Miss
Rhoda G. Benhert, Miss Edna M. Switzer,
Mr. Donald R. Zook, Miss Blva Lyons. Miss
Florence R. Hensel
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag 102 M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, Miss Ruth T.
Hunt, Miss Mildred E. Myers, Miss Miriam
L. Heise, Miss Nancy J. Kreider, Miss Eva
Mae Melhorn, Mr. Walter Heisey, Rev. and
Mrs. J. E. Musser
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital, Private Bag- 101
M. Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
May
6, Virginia
1957 Kauffman, Miss Gladys I.
Dr. R.
Lehman

OCKER-RIFE — Miss Janet Louise Rife,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor B. Rife,
Chambersburg, and John Isaac Ocker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Ocker of Lurgan, Pa., were
united in marriage on March 2, 1957 at the
home of the bride.
The ceremony was performed by the Revs.
Amos Martin and Barton Starr. Mr. and Mrs.
John Ocker are residing on R. R. 1, Greencastle, Pa.

Mennonite Conference, Dave H a b e g g e r a n d
B u r t o n Yost, General Conference Mennonite,
and J o h n N . H o s t e t t e r , B r e t h r e n in Christ.

DeSPAIN-CUSH—On April 12, 1957 Miss
Rhoda Elizabeth Gish, daughter of Mr. and .
Mrs. David B. Gish of Upland, California, was
united in marriage to Mr. James Allen DeSpain,
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. De.Spain of
i r ucca Valley, California.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
Glover in the Upland Brethren in Christ
Church.
They will be at home in Los Angeles, California.

Tw6 I n t e r r u p t i o n s of
G r a h a m Crusade Noted
There will be two i n t e r r u p t i o n s in Billy
G r a h a m crusade m e e t i n g s a t
Madison
S q u a r e Garden between M a y 15 and J u n e
30. The g a r d e n , will be relinquished on
M a y 25 for t h e N o r t h e a s t e r n Singers Union
Concert and on J u n e 17 for a benefit. T h e
crusade is to r u n a t least until t h e end of
J u n e a n d p e r h a p s f o r four a n d a half
m o n t h s , t h e l e n g t h of G r a h a m ' s option on
the g a r d e n .
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news & notes

Good-will Tour to t h e South
T h e M.C.C. is sponsoring a good-will t o u r
in the south M a y 5-12 to observe a t first
h a n d t h e problems s u r r o u n d i n g race relations. P e r s o n n e l includes J. H a r o l d Sherk,
M.C.C. P e a c e Section, Clarence Lutz, Lancaster Mennonite Conference, P a u l Peachey,
Wanezi Mission, Private Bag 129 S, Bulawayo
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Elwood Hershey, Miss Anna
R. Wolgemuth, Miss Anna Graybill, Miss
Norma Brubaker
Bible School Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy
NORTHERN RHODESIA
Macha Mission, Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. I. M. Stern, Miss Pauline E.
Frey, Miss Ruth E. Hock, Miss Fannie Eongenecker, Miss Lois P. Davidson, Mr. Keith D.
Ulery
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, Miss Martha.
L. Lady, Miss Mary Heisey
Sikalongo Mission, P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman, Miss
Kathryn Hossler, Miss Anna B. Kettering
Nahumba Mission, P. O. Bon 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Japan
11 Higiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi, Japan:
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Book
122, Yamamoto-Dori, 4-Chrome, Ikuta-Ku.
Kobe, Japan (Language School) Rev. and
Mrs. Peter A. Willms
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba; Mr
and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth
Missionaries on F u r l o u g h
Miss L j l a Asper, c/o Norman Asper, R. Harrisburg. 1'a.
Miss Elizabeth H. Engle, 236 College Ave.,
Elizabethtown, Penna.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Mann, 20th and Paxton
St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Dorothy Martin, 662 S. Market St , Elizabethtown. Pa.
Miss Mabel Frey, 20th and Paxton St., Harrisburg, Penna.
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Wingert, Grantham,
Pa.
Miss Anna R. Engle, Grantham, Penna.
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S'. Buckwalter, 338 N.
Sixth Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Edna Lehman, R. 9, Tork, Penna.
Mrs. Mary (Brenaman) Brechbill, 214 N. B.
7th St., Abilene, Kansas
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith, "Go To
Fellowship" 1307 Waterloo Street, Los Angele.s
26. Calif.
Miss Anna Eyster, 637 North Third Avenue.
Upland, California
Ruth E. Book, 280 Eighth Avenue, Upland,
Calif.

Items from the News

C h u r c h - S t a t e Opposition Said
To Be Growing in E u r o p e
E u r o p e ' s t r a d i t i o n a l s t a t e church is on its
w a y out, t h e president of t h e B a p t i s t Union
of Sweden told a W a s h i n g t o n audience. Dr.
G u n n a r Westin, f o r m e r dean of t h e theological faculty a t t h e U n i v e r s i t y of U p p sala, said t h a t " a s t r o n g doctrine of churcha n d - s t a t e s e p a r a t i o n is developing t h r o u g h out E u r o p e . "
The s y s t e m of s t a t e s u p p o r t e d a n d controlled churches developed in Scandinavian
lands a f t e r t h e R e f o r m a t i o n because of t h e
theory t h a t " g o v e r n m e n t is responsible for
t h e souls of i t s people," t h e Swedish clergym a n said. I t also g r e w out of t h e doctrine
t h a t religious u n i t y w a s essential for political unity, Dr. W e s t i n added.
( F r e e churches—notably B a p t i s t , Methodist and C o n g r e g a t i o n a l — h a v e made some
gains in Scandinavian countries in r e c e n t
y e a r s . T h e L u t h e r a n Church is t h e s t a t e
church in Sweden, N o r w a y , D e n m a r k , a n d
F i n l a n d a n d includes more t h a n 90 p e r cent
of t h e population in each of t h e s e lands.)
Canadian Churchmen Ask M a n u f a c t u r e r s
for Smaller A u t o s
T h e Board of E v a n g e l i s m and Social
Service of t h e United Church of Canada h a s
passed a unique resolution. A t i t s a n n u a l
m e e t i n g in Toronto, the Board a g r e e d to
submit a s t a t e m e n t to t h e automobile ind u s t r y s u g g e s t i n g t h a t big c a r s a r e too b i g
and wasteful.
One official said, in E u r o p e t h e y refer to
the front grills of our c a r s a s " t h e dollar
g r i n . " A n o t h e r board m e m b e r p r o t e s t e d
t h e resolution. H e said if it w a s passed
everybody in t o w n would ask w h y don't t h e
ministers themselves drive small cars, t h e n ?
Then it came to light t h a t some of t h e ministers p r e s e n t p r e f e r r e d big, roomy c a r s .
One m a n said he couldn't g e t his family of
four t e e n a g e r s in a little car. B u t even so,
the resolution passed and the United Church
of Canada is now on record: big e a r s a r e
wasteful.
National Council H e a d
S u p p o r t s F o r e i g n Aid
A s t r o n g church s t a t e m e n t in behalf of
technical and economic foreign aid w a s p r e sented before a special S e n a t e committee
late last week by Dr. E u g e n e Carson Blake,
president of t h e N a t i o n a l
Council of
Churches.
J u s t ten days a f t e r conferring w i t h P r e s i dent E i s e n h o w e r and S e c r e t a r y Dulles on
t h e s a m e subject, Dr. Blake m a d e it clear
in t e s t i m o n y a t t h e Congressional h e a r i n g
t h a t foreign aid, as distinguished from
s t r i c t l y m i l i t a r y assistance; is a m a t t e r of
p r i m e Christian concern.
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The National Council leader, speaking
under special authorization of the 30-member organization's General Board, reminded
the senators of the churches' own long experience and consern in overseas aid and
foreign relations. He set forth a number of
guiding principles based on this experience,
among them: (1) that America should assist "our fellowmen" in underdeveloped
areas through public and private mutual
aid programs that are designed to help
people help themselves; (2) an increase in
technical cooperation programs and in available capital funds for economic development; (3) an increase in foreign trade; and
(4) long-range planning in foreign aid. The
recommendations were, in effect, a restatement of the National Council's official position on foreign economic aid, as reaffirmed
by the General Board, Feb. 28.
' Church Councils Rallying to
Aid Koinonia Farm
A spot check survey this week showed
that councils of Churches are rallying to
the support of the embattled Koinonia Farm
Community in Georgia. The interracial
Christian project, near Americus, has been
suffering from violent attacks and economic
boycott organized by Georgia segregationists.
Among numerous messages of support
reaching Koinonia's founder and director,
Dr. Clarence L. Jordan, was one from the
executive board of the National Council of
Churches' Division of Home Missions.
Signed by executive secretary Dr. George
Nace, it said in part:
"We want you to know that you have our
concern and our prayers as you and your
colleagues of Koinonia Farm witness; to the
inclusive gospel of Jesus Christ, despite the
violence and boycott to which you are subjected."
The indictment last week by a Sumter
County grand jury, which declared the community to be a "communist front," was
strongly denied April 8 by a group of 23
Georgia Clergymen in a letter to fellow
ministers.
Meanwhile church councils are urging
members to counter the Koinonia economic
boycott by supporting a Christian Brotherhood Insurance Pledge "to provide insurance which cannot be secured commercially."
Under this plan 2,000 persons would underwrite up to $50.00 each, providing a fund to
help cover losses suffered through fire, gunfire and economic boycott.
In the face of continuing pressures and
threats, Dr. Jordan announced plans this
week to establish a branch of the 14 yearold community in Somerville, N. J., "to provide a northern outlet for Koinonia produce
and to give member families occasional respite from those pressures."
Dr. Jordan declared however: "Koinonia
wants to maintain its home in Georgia. We
have broken no laws. We are not trying to
force our views on anyone. We ask only
the right to hold our own beliefs and maintain our community unmolested under protection of the law."

loss instead of asking the Post Office Department to assume it. He also asked Congress to assume the cost for free diplomatic
mail, free mail for blind and other special
concessions which he said amounted to $26
million annually.
The House Post Office and Civil Service
Committed agreed unanimously to approve a
bill that would provide annual appropriations from general funds to repay the Post
Office for the reduced rates at which it carries mail from religious and non-profit
groups.
New U. S.-Vatican Tie Seen
To Be "Ripening"
Last March Vice President Richard M.
Nixon had a private audience with Pope
Pius XII at the Vatican. When newsmen
afterward asked him if he anticipated eventual diplbmatic ties between the U.S. and
the Vatican, Mr. Nixon replied, "I don't
know." He said the topic was not discussed
during his visit with the Pope, but that
"personally, I can only hope for the continuation1 of the same good personal relations so far existing between the United
States of America and the Holy See."
According to a United Press report from
Rome, a "high Vatian source" said that the
Pope had told Mr. Nixon that the most important thing at the moment was the continued leadership of the United States in
bringing about a peaceful solution of the
world's problems. "This is more important
than the question of eventual diplomatic
recognition," the source continued. "But the
question of establishing diplomatic relations
between the two states is, however, ripening."
(Protestants had objected in vain as
Presidents Roosevelt and Truman sent a
"personal envoy" to the Pope at Rome. The
relationship ended when Myron C. Taylor
resigned in Jan., 1950. President Truman's
nomination of Gen. Mark Clark in 1952 to be
U.S. ambassador to the Vatican drew so
much opposition that Gen. Clark asked that
his name be withdrawn.)
Gospel, Musicians Eyeing
New Musical Instrument
Gospel musicians across the country are
eyeing with interest a new musical device
said to combine the advantages of an accordion and an electronic organ. The new
device has been introduced by the Thomas
Organ Company of New York City, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Pacific Mercury
Television Manufacturing Corporation of
Sepulveda, California.
"Any one who can play the accordion is
a prospective customer" for the new instrument, according to Joseph Benaron, Pacific Mercury president. He said it combined
the 120 bass accordion keyboard with the
musical tones and flexibility of an electronic
organ in a single console.
Pennsylvania Group Gets Charter
to Convert Catholics
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, in a 6-1
decision, directed that a charter be issued

to Conversion Center, Incorporated, of
Havertown, a Philadelphia suburb. The action reversed a decision by Judge William
R. Toal of the Delaware County Court, who
refused a charter to a group because it
proposed to concentrate its activities on the
"evangelization and conversion of adherents
of the Roman Catholic faith, providing spiritual, temporal and financial assistance, especially to their converted clergy."
Five Lutheran Groups Completing
Union Plans
The merger of the American, Evangelical
and United Evangelical Lutheran churches
into a new 2-million-member body to be
known as The American Lutheran Church
will take place in May, 1960. A timetable
setting this date for completion of the current merger negotiations was adopted by
the Joint Union Committee at a meeting in
Minneapolis last month. The target date
will be one year later than had been previously planned. Amendments to union documents by church conventions last year was
given as the cause for the delay.
Bill Pearson, the 36-year-old jockey who
won $96,000 on television quiz shows in recent months because of his knowledge of
art, told a newspaper reporter recently that
"the money was all gone four months ago."
Pearson spent the money on contributions
to art, needy race-track friends, gambling
in Las Vegas and investment in a LaJolla,
Calif, home.
Toddie Lee Wynne, Dallas, Texas, oilman
turned over $2,000,000 to the Texas Presbyterian Foundation. The gift represented
a tithe of an estimated profit of $20,000,000
Wynne made when he sold his petroleum
company interests. Members of the Wynne
family have practiced tithing for many
years.
A Tulsa evangelist, Billy James Hargis,
D.D., has announced plans for what he terms
as "the most gigantic," as he prepared to
launch 250,000 portions of the Bible, translated into six languages, in Russia and its
satellite countries by hydrogen gas-filled
balloons, in direct defiance of the Communist
edict against possessing or reading the
Scriptures in Iron Curtain countries.
This is the fifth annual launching to be
made from the border of West Germany by
Hargis and his "Christian Crusade" evangelistic movement, which has been responsible
for floating over one million of the Bible
portions into Communist-dominated territories in the past four years. Hargis made
the announcement as he began an intensive
30-day fund-raising campaign to defray the
expenses of "Bibles In the Sky—1957," as
the project is to be known.
Evangelist Billy James Hargis was forced
to cancel his trip to Jerusalem in mid-April,
where he was to have delivered the Easter
Sunday sermon at the Tomb of Christ.
Cause for the cancellation of the Easter
plans was the increasing international tension in the Jordan area, it was disclosed.

U. S. Postmaster Wants to
Subsidize Religious Mail
Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield
told a congressional committee that the
U. S. Post Office carries second and third
class mailings sent out by churches and nonprofit organizations at an annual loss of
more than 8 million dollars. But, he asked
for. a federal subsidy, not increased rates, to
cover the loss.
Mr. Summerfield requested that Congress
make a direct appropriation to cover the
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